Hire faster, smarter and better with Anderselite
Anderselite is pleased to offer our video screening service as standard without any
additional cost - we believe in continuously adding value whilst providing you with leading
recruitment solutions.
In an increasingly competitive market, where skilled candidates are highly sought after and
in demand – ensuring your hiring process is more efficient and effective is key to hiring the
right candidate for your business. By using video interviewing you can reduce your time-tohire by up to 60%!
This screening and interviewing method does not replace the traditional face-to-face
interview, it simply allows you to choose the best candidates in a much shorter time frame
ready for the next stage in the process.

How it works in three easy steps:

?

Select up to five standard questions for candidates – or if your role is very
niche and specific you can create your own

Your consultant will ensure all candidates submitted complete their video
screen



Once completed, the candidates’ recording will be emailed to you together
with their CV – allowing you to make an informed decision about whether to
invite them in for a face-to-face interview

That’s it – it really is that simple! To discover more, view our demo by clicking
the button

Did you know?
According to the CIPD, the average cost of filling a vacancy is £4,000 – higher for more
senior roles. It is crucial to get your hiring right first time round and video screening will
not only reduce your time-to-hire but ensure a better quality hire.

Discover the benefits of video interviewing!

Reduced time
to hire

Eliminates
diary conflicts

Review multiple
candidates to screen &
compare with ease

Access top
talent faster

Increased reach – crucial
in this candidate short
market

Kind to the environment
by reducing the need for
travel

Showcases candidates
personality so you see
the best fit for your
team

Collaborate and share
with your team in
multiple locations

Best practice approach
with the ability to retain
the video link securely
for future reference

Complimentary service no additional cost
to you!

